China is a key market for UBS. In 1964, UBS was the first Switzerland-based bank to establish a presence in the Asia Pacific region, primarily through its wealth management business. UBS has provided corporate finance advice to Chinese enterprises since 1985.

UBS invested early in mainland China. Since 1989, its operations have expanded and now include a multi-entity domestic platform with a broad range of licenses. Its China strategy is to broaden the leadership position held by its investment bank and expand the wealth and asset management businesses by taking advantage of the opportunities that come from the ongoing wealth creation, market reform and globalization in China.

UBS is well-positioned to grow its domestic wealth management business by leveraging on both UBS (China) Limited and UBS Securities. As a leading asset manager, UBS offers a broad range of onshore and offshore investment products and capabilities. UBS consistently ranks top among international investment banks operating in China. In December 2018, UBS increased its shareholding in UBS Securities, its investment banking arm, to 51%, to become the first foreign financial institution to raise its stake and take majority control of a securities joint venture in China.

**Milestones**

- First foreign institution to qualify as a Qualified Foreign Institutional Investor (QFII). (2003)
- First foreign institution to hold a maximum 49% stake in a Chinese fund management company, UBS SDIC. (2005)
- Establishment of UBS Securities marks the first time that a foreign bank invested directly in a fully-licensed domestic securities firm. (2006)
- First Swiss bank to establish a wholly foreign-owned bank in China, UBS (China) Limited. (2012)
- First Qualified Domestic Limited Partner (QDLP) license-holder to receive a Private Fund Management license in China. (2017)
- First foreign bank to increase its stake to gain majority control of a securities joint venture in China. (2018)
- UBS’s annual Greater China Conference is widely regarded as the region’s pre-eminent China forum. (Since 2001)
UBS established in Asia Pacific

- **1964**
- **1985** Began to provide corporate finance services for Chinese companies
- **1989** UBS obtained the first QFII license
- **2003** UBS SDIC Fund Management Co. Ltd established, fund management JV formed by UBS and State Development Investment Corporation
- **2004** The incorporation of UBS Securities Co., Ltd in December, the first time that a foreign bank invested directly in a fully-licensed domestic securities firm
- **2005** UBS (China) Limited established, converting from UBS AG Beijing Branch into a wholly foreign-owned bank
- **2006** UBS Asset Management (China) Ltd established in Beijing
- **2011** UBS obtained the first QFII license
- **2012** UBS (China) Limited established, converting from UBS AG Beijing Branch into a wholly foreign-owned bank
- **2014** Opening of UBS AG Beijing Branch
- **2015** UBS Asset Management (Shanghai) officially set up as part of the Shanghai QDLP scheme
- **2016** Opening of Wuxi Branch of UBS Business Solutions (China) Co., Ltd
- **2017** UBS Asset Management granted Private Fund Management license
- **2018** UBS AG owns 51% of UBS Securities - first international bank to increase its stake to take majority control in a China securities joint venture
UBS businesses in China

**UBS Securities Co., Ltd** (51%-owned by UBS)
- First foreign-invested fully-licensed securities firm in China
- Businesses include: securities brokerage; securities investment consultancy; financial advisory related to securities trading and securities investment activities; securities underwriting and sponsoring; securities proprietary trading; securities asset management; distributing financial products; and margin financing.
- Shareholders include: UBS AG (51%); Beijing Guoxiang Property Management Co., Ltd (33%); Guangdong Provincial Communication Group Co., Ltd (14.01%); and China Guodian Capital Holdings Ltd (1.99%).
- Headquartered in Beijing, with a presence in Shanghai, Shenzhen and Guangzhou
- Owns 100% of UBS Futures Co., Ltd

**UBS SDIC Fund Management Co Ltd** (49%-owned by UBS)
- Engaged in domestic mutual funds and trust advisory, Qualified Domestic Institutional Investors (QDII), Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors (QFII) and RQFII schemes
- Operates two subsidiaries: UBS SDIC Capital Management Co., Ltd, offering special-purpose asset management services; and UBS SDIC Asset Management (HK) Co., Ltd, offering advisory services to QFII clients
- Headquartered in Shanghai, with presence in Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Hong Kong

**UBS (China) Ltd** (100%-owned by UBS)
- Locally incorporated wholly-owned foreign bank, focusing on wealth management
- Headquartered in Beijing, opened Beijing Huamao Sub-branch in 2014 and Shanghai Branch in 2016

**UBS Asset Management (China) Ltd** (100%-owned by UBS)
- Engaged in domestic non-securities equity investment management and advisory services
- Located in Beijing

**UBS Futures Co., Limited** (100%-owned by UBS Securities)
- Offers both trading and clearing brokerage services of all China-listed futures products to domestic institutional investors, and the same services of international futures products such as crude oil futures and iron ore futures to global investors
- Located in the Shanghai Free Trade Zone

**UBS Asset Management (Shanghai) Ltd** (100%-owned by UBS)
- Offers private funds mandates for onshore fixed income, equity, and multi-asset private funds with Private Fund Management license.
- Set up in the Shanghai Free Trade Zone

**UBS Business Solutions (China) Co., Ltd** (100%-owned by UBS)
- Provides solutions to all UBS business globally
- Operates in Shanghai, Beijing and Wuxi
This material has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient and is published solely for information purposes. No representation or warranty, either express or implied is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the developments referred to in this material. This material does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to offer to buy or sell any securities or investment instruments, to effect any transactions or to conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever. Nothing herein shall limit or restrict the particular terms of any specific offering. No offer of any interest in any product will be made in any jurisdiction in which the offer, solicitation or sale is not permitted, or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer, solicitation or sale. Not all products and services are available to citizens or residents of all countries. Any opinions expressed in this material are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions expressed by other business areas or divisions of UBS AG or its affiliates ("UBS") as a result of using different assumptions and criteria. UBS is under no obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein. Any charts and scenarios are for illustrative purposes only. Historical performance is no guarantee for and is not an indication of future performance. Neither UBS AG nor any of its affiliates, directors, employees or agents accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this material. UBS specifically prohibits the redistribution or reproduction of this material in whole or in part without the prior written permission of UBS, and UBS accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
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